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Making Your Own Tactual Book: Down in the Dumps
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite & Karen Erickson, From the Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Why?
Students with deaf-blindness have limited access to typical children’s literature.  This book has been adapted to meet this need.  The following contains a materials shopping list and a page-
by-page description for making your own.  The book has been adapted so that it is also appropriate for students with low vision. There are small pieces in these books that may fall off with
use.  It is critical to supervise your students appropriately around this book, as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.  Small strips of clear packing tape have been used
to reinforce many of the tactuals.  When possible, the tape has been placed so that it doesn’t cover up important tactual information.

Tactualizing Books
When deciding what to tactualize in a book, it’s important to identify the key concept(s) being taught on a particular page.  This may also include a concept that is not directly in the text, but
is present in the visual picture.  This concept can be tactualized.  Thus, you may not need to have a tactual to represent every single item on every page.  The use of color has been included
for students who have some residual vision, as well as for their sighted peers who may be reading alongside.

Getting Started with Tactualizing Down in the Dumps
1. Get the following basic tools/equipment

• High temperature glue gun & glue sticks
• X-Acto Knife
• Scissors (regular and those that make wavy edges)
• All Purpose Craft Snips
• Ruler
• Laminator & laminate
• Packing Tape
• Hole puncher

2. Go shopping and assemble tactuals/materials  (see shopping list)
3. Take apart the book and laminate individual pages
4. Tactualize according to page-by-page directions
5. Bind using comb binder
6. Add Braille (Plan A: Work with VI teacher to get text brailled; Plan B: Use Braille labeler-very laborious!!)
**It is easier to tactualize all of the pages individually.  Wait and bind book together after you have finished tactualizing it.
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Shopping List for Down in the Dumps
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite & Karen Erickson, Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Craft Store
(Michael’s/AC Moore’s)

Hardware Store
(Home Depot/Lowe’s)

Miscellaneous
(Around the house)

Fun Foam: 1 or 2 flesh-like colors, e.g. brown,
yellow, orange, pink (one sheet)

Slick Paint: blue

1 Small bunch of rubber grapes

“Goop” Household Glue (Follow all
directions on the package. Be sure to
allow the glue to dry thoroughly!)

2 clean sponges (or compressed craft
sponge from Michael’s or A.C.
Moore). Rinse and allow it to dry
overnight.

APH foil (order online from APH)
1 coke can
Clear, rigid, square plastic package that contours item (e.g.
package from a small toy)  Check page 12 for a picture.
or medium sized plastic cap (e.g. any aerosol type can)

1 round plastic deli-style food container lid

6-7 metal “eraser muffs” (The metal cylinder that holds the
eraser onto most pencils.) Use pencils with old/worn-down
erasers. Remove the pencil and the eraser. Most muffs can be
pulled off easily; if not, use pliers.

2 Small paper bags (1 lb)
1 Ziplock bag
2 Plastic utensils: fork and/or spoon
1 Small unused French-fry carton or similar
1 Plastic soda-cup lid
1 paper napkin
1-2 Plastic grocery bags (2 different textures, if possible)
Aluminum foil
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Page-by-Page Descriptions for Book Tactualizing: Down in the Dumps
(Book by Caroline Musselwhite & Karen Erickson, From the Recycling Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Before starting, print out the stencils in the kit.  These will be used to trace and cut items for book.  Stencils included in this kit are shown oriented in the directions of the final illustration.
Thus it is assumed that a user who traces the stencils on the back of a material (e.g. the paper of adhesive-back felt) will also turn the stencil over. This way, the different parts of the
completed picture will fit together as intended.

A note about glue & tape: It may be helpful to use more than necessary to increase durability.  Over time with use items may begin to pull away from page.  Packing tape can be used to tape
down ends of stems and other items.  Thin strips can be used so as to not interfere or cover up important tactual information.

***Enjoy the book, but please supervise your students appropriately as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.

Page Key Teaching
Concept

Item(s)
Represented

Materials Needed What To Do Picture

Front
Cover

Introduce the subject
of the book. Draw you
student’s attention to
the soda can in the
center of the page.  Use
the can to help discuss
the scale of the trash
pile. The trash pile is
much bigger than the
can!

A Landfill

1 soda can

Aluminum foil, about 6” sheet
2 plastic grocery or shopping

bags (different
colors/textures)

1 metal eraser muff

Tear the foil and part of each plastic bag into
small pieces. Crinkle them up and glue down well
with hot glue (the plastic bags will melt; first
apply the glue to the page, allow it to cool
slightly, then press the plastic into it.)

Make two hills: peak, valley, peak.

Using “Goop,” glue the eraser-muff in the
center of the page (in the landfill “valley”).
When the “Goop” has dried thoroughly, run a
thin strip of packing tape through the cylinder
to secure it to the page.
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1 Continue discussing
scale: compare the size
of the bulldozer to the
size of the trash pile
on this page. The
bulldozer is about the
size of a toy car. How
big is a real car? How
big would the trash pile
be? Some children will
need more help to make
this jump than others.

1 bulldozer

Landfill

APH foil, 1 sheet
Stencils B-1, B-2, B-3, and tire
Fun Foam, black
Aluminum foil, about 6” sheet
2 plastic grocery or shopping

bags (different
colors/textures)

Tear the foil and part of each plastic bag into
small pieces. Crinkle them up and glue down well
with hot glue (the plastic bags will melt; first
apply the glue to the page, allow it to cool
slightly, then press the plastic into it.)

Fill the page about 1/3 up with “trash.” Leave a
space about 2” x 4” for the bulldozer near the
left side (outside) of the page.

Trace stencils B-1, B-2, and B-3 onto APH foil.
Fold the edges under, along the dotted lines
(silver side up.) Place piece B-3 on a soft
surface, like newspaper, and draw two circles
side by side with a dull pencil.

Glue the bulldozer cab and shovel in place with
“Goop.”

Trace the tire stencil onto Fun Foam and cut.
 Glue to the page with “Goop,” overlapping the
lower part of the bulldozer cab. Use a thin strip
of APH foil (edges folded under) to connect the
cab to the shovel: glue in place with “Goop.”
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2 These are real items,
not representations.
Point out that these are
real-scale (not like the
trash pile). A real trash
pile would have a lot of
things like these in it.

Trash from meal:
1 french-fry
holder
1 plastic fork
or spoon
1 soda-cup lid

(or similar items)

Get new, or clean:
1 french-fry holder
1 plastic fork or spoon
1 soda-cup lid
(or similar items)

Arrange the items on the page so that they fit,
without obscuring the text.

Glue them in place.

Try using the “Goop” glue for plastic flatware.

3 Discuss the chip bag
and support tactual
discrimination skills by
picking out the
representation of the
chip-bag. The feel of
the material will help
some students
recognize the chip bag.

A landfill

1 chip bag

Aluminum foil, about 6” sheet
2 plastic grocery or shopping

bags (different
colors/textures)

1 empty chip bag, gently
washed: 1 rectangle, about
2” x 3,” cut from the top.

Create  “trash” as on page 1. Make one hill:
start at the middle of the page and peak at the
right-hand margin.

Fold the cut edges of the chip-bag-material
behind: glue one edge over the other with
“Goop” or hot glue to create a small bag.
(Careful! Hot glue will melt the plastic!)

Glue to the page, at the base of the “trash” hill.
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4 Introduce the symbol
for “recycle.” Your
student may recognize
that the arrows indicate
“direction” or “motion.”
Recycling is a sort of
motion, one thing being
used again and again.

Recycling symbol Slick Paint, blue Trace the outline of the three arrows pictured
on page 4.

5 Reinforce the image of
the trash pile. In this
picture, it has grown.
Your student may be
able to locate the new
item (soda can) beside
the one that appeared
on page 3 (chip bag).
Relate the tactual
experience of the
objects to the text on
the page: “more trash.”

A landfill

1 chip bag

1 soda can

Aluminum foil, about 6” sheet
2 plastic grocery or shopping

bags (different
colors/textures)

1 empty chip bag, gently
washed: 1 rectangle, about
2” x 3,” cut from the top.

1 metal eraser muff

Create  “trash” as on page 3.

Fold the cut edges of the chip-bag-material
behind: glue one edge over the other with
“Goop” or hot glue to create a small bag.
(Careful! Hot glue will melt the plastic!)

Glue to the page, at the base of the “trash” hill.

With “Goop,” glue the eraser muff “can” beside
the “chip bag.”

When the “Goop” has dried thoroughly, run a
thin strip of packing tape through the cylinder
to secure it to the page.
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6 Reinforce the symbol
for recycling.

Recycling symbol Slick Paint, blue Trace the outline of the three arrows pictured
on page 6.

7 Discuss the math: in
this picture, there are 3
people and 1 piece of
trash (each person is
represented by a hand.)
If each person had a
bag, there would be 3
pieces of trash. Relate
this idea to text on the
page: “share” and “less.”

1 chip bag, real
size

3 Hands, reaching
into the bag

1 empty 1-oz. chip bag, gently
washed
Hand 1 stencil
Fun Foam, flesh tones

Glue the bag to the page horizontally, below the
text.

Trace the stencil onto Fun Foam x3 and cut.

Glue the hands at the opening of the bag.
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8 As on page 7, count that
there are more hands
than pieces of trash.
Point out that this is
because the people have
shared. Discuss the
word “reduce.”

1 trash can

1 chip bag

4 hands, throwing
away the bag

APH foil, 4” x 4” piece
1 empty 1-oz. chip bag, gently

washed
Hand 1 stencil
Hand 1 stencil
Fun Foam, flesh tones
1 round plastic food container

lid: from the edge (w/lip),
cut 2 arcs, 3” across

Fold 3 sides of the APH foil under 1/4”. Fold
one side under 1/2”. Then fold this side back
1/4” in the other direction to make the rim of
the garbage can.

Place the foil on a soft surface, like Fun Foam,
and press 6-7 vertical lines with a blunt tool.

Bend the foil slightly to match the curve of the
food-container lid arcs. With “Goop,” glue the
arcs beneath the foil for support. Allow drying
time. Then use “Goop” to glue the arcs and the
foil to the bottom/center of page.

Create a miniature chip bag as on page 5. Glue it
to the page above the trashcan, part below the
rim and part above.

Trace Hand 1 and 2 stencils onto Fun Foam
twice, each, and cut.
Glue all 4 hands around the chip bag.

9 Picture supports the
text.

Lunch items in a
bag  (sandwich,
fruit)

1 small paper bag (1 lb)
Plastic fork
Napkin
1 Ziplock bag
1 Small bunch of rubber grapes
2 plain, dry sponges (or

QuickDraw paper), cut into
2.5” squares (x2)

Aluminum foil, approx. 6”
square

Stack the sponges and wrap them in the foil.

Glue the paper bag to the page, horizontally,
with the opening facing the left/outer side of
the page. Leave room to glue the “lunch” to the
page: part of the items can be inside the bag,
allow part to be visible outside of the bag.

Leave the opening of the bag unglued so that
student can reach in and feel the items.

Make sure all parts are glued down well.
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10 Treat an item you will
reuse with care: the bag
is folded, not crumpled.

1 paper bag 1 small paper bag (1 lb) Fold the bag in half and glue it like that.

Glue the folded bag to the page.

11 Does this crushed can
look like a can you could
drink out of? Even
though it looks like
trash, it can be made
into a brand-new can. It
is a real can, and it can
be recycled.

Crushed soda can 1 soda can, empty and washed If it is not already flattened, place the can on a
solid surface and step on it. If necessary, guide
the circular top to lie on one side and the
bottom to lie on the other.   When flattening,
make sure there are no sharp edges.

Glue the can to the page with generous “Goop.”

Add extra “Goop” around the perimeter of
the can and dab “Goop” on any pointed or
broken corners that resulted from crushing.
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12 This representation is
of the first step in
recycling. Encourage
your student to identify
with the word “you” in
the text. If he/she
recycles, putting cans
into a recycling bin is
one thing he/she could
do. If there are any
recycling bins in your
student’s daily
environment, call them
to his/her attention. If
the student is
interested, you may
explain what happens to
the old cans next. (They
are taken to the
recycling center to be
sorted and melted down,
etc.)

1 recycling bin

Soda cans, being
recycled

Slick Paint, blue
Square plastic from blister-

style packaging or a plastic
cap, approx. 3” x 2”

4-5 eraser muffs

Cut the rigid plastic package or cap in half,
lengthwise.  This will be used to create a
container on the page.

Glue it to the center of the page: for thinner
plastic use hot glue, for thicker plastic use
“Goop.”   Reinforce it with packing tape.

Draw the recycling symbol (3 arrows) on the
surface of the “bin” with Slick Paint.

Glue the eraser muffs inside the “bin” with
generous “Goop.”

When the “Goop” is completely dry, run a thin
strip of packing tape (about 1/4” x 1”) through
each “can” to secure it.
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13 Reinforce the symbol
for recycling.

Recycling symbol Slick Paint, blue Trace the outline of the three arrows pictured
on page 13.

14 Discuss the ways your
student can help reduce
trash in his or her daily
life. Draw examples
from the story you have
just read and include
any ideas you student
may think of on his/her
own.

(No picture.)




